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Specifications 

PressureTrace PC Software 
• System Requirements: 

o Windows 98SE or newer including ME, 2000, XP Home & Pro, NT 4.0  
o 5 Megabytes of free hard disk space 
o 64 Megabytes of free RAM 
o USB or RS232 connector (depending on version of the PressureTrace module) 
o CDROM drive or Internet connection.  (Only for installing the program) 

• Unsupported Emulators Reported to be compatible: 
o Virtual PC on a Macintosh.  
o Linux with VMWare.   

PressureTrace Module  
• USB version 2.0 interface (backward compatible to USB 1.0) 
• PIC microcontroller clocked at 20 MHz  
• Accepts Input from standard 350 Ω, 5 volt (or higher) rated strain gage.  
• Collects one data point every 10 microseconds. 
• Collects 300 data points from the beginning of every shot. 
• Four layer printed circuit board with surface mount components, heavily shielded signal cable, shielded 

signal connector, precision components and careful design for high noise immunity. 
• Custom, proprietary firmware rezeros (recalibrates) the instrumentation amplifiers and analog to digital 

converter, before each shot, to maintain maximum low level sensitivity and dynamic range. 
• Resolution of 3.7 millionths of a strain (3.7 microstrain). 
• 300 to 80000 PSI range  
• May be powered directly from a car cigarette lighter or power point or from a wall transformer with a 9 

volt DC, 100 milliamp output.   Polarity of the plug from the transformer is important.  The plug should be 
2.1mm, center positive. 

Regulatory Compliance  
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Introduction 
 
PressureTrace captures the changes to pressure inside your rifle chamber, in real time, and displays a pressure curve 
on your computer after each shot!  It is like "peering" into the chamber while each load fires. 
 
This has been done before, but at a cost beyond the range of most reloaders. Other simpler designs only captured 
peak pressure and offered little diagnostic value to the serious reloader.  PressureTrace displays the ENTIRE 
pressure curve of each shot, superimposed on previous shots, with higher resolution then any other commercial 
product. 
 
You will be able to observe minute changes to the shape of the pressure curve caused by component selection, bore 
fouling, neck tension, seating depth, etc.;  and how this alters the total energy delivered by a load, the rise time to 
peak pressure, bullet exit timing and more.  PressureTrace should help you more easily find optimum loads or the 
reasons a particular load did not work. 

What Makes It Work 
The PressureTrace system consists of a control module connected between a strain gage (which is glued to your 
barrel) and a PC (not included).  The PC runs software that displays the pressure curve on a screen much like an 
oscilloscope and adds analytical information to help compare data. 

A strain gage is simply a small piece of polymer material with a very fine conductor looped back and forth on it's 
surface.  The looping greatly increases the effective length of the conductor.  As the steel around the chamber 
expands, the gage is stretched, reducing the diameter of the conductor, and current flow through the gage is reduced 
because the resistance of the wire increases.  This reduction is directly proportional to the amount that the strain 
gage is stretched. The PressureTrace module samples these current fluctuations 300 times per shot, stores it in a 
memory buffer, then automatically downloads the raw data to the PC where it is analyzed and plotted. Up to 10 
shots can be overlaid and compared on the screen at one time. 

The gage manufacturer supplies a ³gage factor² number with each gage to indicate it¹s sensitivity. Gages are 
designed with temperature coefficients that match the material to which they will be attached and can be purchased 
for use on plastic, concrete, steel, etc… . 

The gage factor is used to calculate the change in electrical resistance of a strain gage for any given change to the 
surface the gage is mounted on.  For instance:  A 30-06 barrel has a diameter of 1.195”, at the point the gage is 
mounted.  This is a circumference of 3.723”.  We will apply pressure, inside the chamber, sufficient to apply 1 
microstrain of “stretch” to that point.  The circumference of the barrel will increase by, approximately, 3.75 
millionths of an inch.  That’s .00000375”. 

The strain gage mounted on our barrel has a resistance at rest of 350 ohms.  If the gage has a gage factor of 2.10  
(coefficients are a unitless number) and the gage was ³stretched² .00000375 inches, the resistance will increase as 
follows: 
 ( ( (1 microstrain / 1000000) x 350 ohms ) x 2.10 ) = 0.000735 ohms  

The 350 ohm strain gage will now have an electrical resistance of 350.000735 ohms.  A standard ohmmeter can not 
measure a resistance change this small.  For that we use a circuit called a Wheatstone bridge.  The bridge circuit 
produces an output voltage that is directly proportional to the change in the resistance of the strain gage.  We then 
send that signal through instrumentation amplifiers and an analog to digital converter so that the microcontroller in 
PressureTrace can store and later report the digitized value. 

The next step is to turn the digitized resistance (that represents the amount of strain on the barrel) into an actual 
pressure measurement.  This takes two calculations;  thick wall pressure vessel calculation for the chamber and a 
thin wall pressure vessel calculation for the cartridge brass.  The result is the pressure contained by the chamber / 
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cartridge combination.  This method of measuring pressure is highly accurate providing chamber measurements are 
correct, and the gage is properly glued to the barrel surface at least 1/4 inch away from metal of different or 
interfering thickness.  Most laboratory pressure gages used for extremely accurate measurements use exactly this 
same system. 

What Happens When You Shoot 
Now that you have some idea about how the pieces work, let’s put it together and get a trace on the screen. 

When you start the PressureTrace program on your PC, a few things happen.  First, the program checks to see if it 
has everything it needs to run.  The startup screen (called a splash screen) tells you what the program is doing.  Once 
enough has been checked, the program gets ready to talk to the PressureTrace module. 

The first thing it does, to talk to the module, is figure out how it is supposed to talk to it.  It looks at data stored in 
the initialization file and uses that to determine if it is talking to an RS232 module or a USB module.  Then, it does 
some tests and determines if the module is actually plugged in and ready to go. 

If the module isn’t plugged in, the program starts but the only thing you can do is look at previously saved traces.  
You will know that is the case because the message window in the PressureTrace program displays “PressureTrace 
Module Not Connected”.  

If the module is plugged in, the PressureTrace program requests that it send information about itself to the program.  
Some of this information is set into the module at the factory. Other information is dynamic and can change while 
the module is running. 

Now, the PressureTrace program knows it is talking to a module and it knows the important information about the 
module.  You’ll know that process is complete because the message window in the PressureTrace program changes 
to “Press [Shoot] When Ready”. 

Before you can collect any data for a trace, you have to define a barrel for the program to use.  The concept of a 
defined barrel is fairly simple.  It’s just a combination of the important information about a firearm with the 
information about the strain gage that it glued to it.  You give this set of information a name and then use that name 
when you want to collect traces from that firearm.  See the Barrel Information / Barrel Settings section in the Setup 
Menu chapter for how to go about defining a barrel. 

Again, before you shoot, you will want to configure the program.  Part of this configuration is setting up the RS232 
or USB channel to talk to the unit.  That should already be taken care of.  However, there are some other things you 
can configure.  See the Program Configuration section in the Setup Menu chapter. 

At this point you’re ready to go.  There are some other things that can be fine tuned later, but we have the basics in 
place.  You’re ready to take a shot.  Go to the range and set everything up.  Remember to use a piece of tape or the 
supplied Velcro strap to tie the strain gage cable to the rifle.  If you don’t, the cable may come unplugged during 
recoil and waste the shot. 

Now you’re at the range and have everything turned on and set up.  It’s time to get the trace, so press the [Shoot] 
button on the PressureTrace program main screen. 

A lot of things are going to happen in the next second or two.  To start with the PressureTrace program asks the 
module to make sure a strain gage is plugged in.  (That was a fairly tricky bit of firmware.)  If the module replies 
that a gage is there, the program next asks the module to send it the voltage applied to the Wheatstone bridge circuit.  
If that voltage is within limits, the program sets up some internal information it needs to be able to collect the shot.  
When that’s all done, the program sends the module a command to capture a shot. 
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The first thing the module does at this point is to properly zero it’s settings for the barrel temperature.  (This part of 
the firmware is highly proprietary and won’t be described here.)  You’ll get an indication that this is happening 
because the message window will change to “Calibrating”.  If it is able to calibrate properly (the only reason it 
wouldn’t is if the cable comes unplugged) it sends a waiting message back to the PC program and the message 
window changes to “Waiting for a shot”.  It also shows the name of the barrel that is in use.  This is a double check 
for the user in case the wrong barrel has been selected. 

Everything is up to the PressureTrace module now.  It goes into a mode where it constantly checks the value of the 
strain gage reading looking for it to start increasing.  The amount it has to increase before it determines a shot is in 
process is set by the Sensitivity Level.  See Sensitivity Level in the Utility Menu chapter for how to change this 
value.   

There’s a bit more than just the sensitivity level to determining when a shot is in process.  The level has to stay 
above the requested sensitivity level for a set amount of time.  This allows us to avoid most false traces that are due 
to environment electrical noise.  The value read from the strain gage has to exceed the sensitivity level for a 
complete half a millisecond.  How the firmware goes about this, without losing any data before the sensitivity level 
was reached, yet being ready to react instantly is highly proprietary. 

Back to collecting the shot.  The program is displaying “Waiting for a shot” and the module is looking for a pressure 
increase that meets the conditions to start collecting the data.  You pull the trigger, the firing pin (or striker) hits the 
primer and the primer goes off.   

As the primer ignites the powder, pressure starts to rise in the cartridge.  The module sees this pressure rise, sees that 
it meets the start conditions and begins to collect the data at a rate of once every 10 microseconds.  It collects 300 
data points for a total of 3 milliseconds worth of data.  At the end of the data collection the module sends the 300 
data points to the PressureTrace program running on the PC. The module goes back to waiting for a command from 
the PC and the PC program takes over. 

Once the PC program has received the data points it combines it with some of the other information it received from 
the module.  It then uses the barrel and chamber dimensions you set up for that barrel and turns the strain gage data 
into pressure data in PSI.  The pressure data is plotted on the screen for you to see and the PC sends another 
command to the module for it to capture another shot. 

That’s a 10,000 foot overview of what happens to display the shot data.  There’s a lot more actually happening in 
both the module and the PC program, but it’s not necessary to know that to understand what is happening. 
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Getting Started 
Normally the PressureTrace program may be run without a connection to the PressureTrace module.  However, the 
first time the program is run some internal information must be initialized.  This requires a connection to the 
PressureTrace module. 

First Time Startup 
 

1. Refer to the Quick Start Procedure included in the PressureTrace box.   
2. Put a 9 volt alkaline battery into the PressureTrace module.  
3. Start the PressureTrace program and follow the on-screen directions.  
4. If this is the first time the program has been started, a series of dialogs will help automate the process of 

initial setup.  
5. Note that a connection from the PressureTrace module to an actual strain gage is not required for the first 

time startup procedure.  

 

Normal Startup 

Normal operation does not require that a PressureTrace module be connected.  If you want to communicate with the 
PressureTrace module, just plug in the module and start up the program.  You'll see the following message while the 
module is starting up. 

 

Within a few seconds, the message should change to the following.   

 

If the message window does not change to the "Press [Shoot] when ready" message within five seconds, the module 
is not properly connected to the PC. 
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Capturing Shots 
Menu:    NA 
Button: Shoot 
Hotkey: NA 

PressureTrace doesn't just capture one shot at a time.  It captures shot strings.  It will capture the data for each shot 
in your test string and store the data in one file.  A shot string can have one to ten shots. 

Whenever the message display window in the PressureTrace program appears as follows, the PressureTrace module 
is ready to accept a shoot command. 

 

To start making traces of your shot string, press the [Shoot] button in the PressureTrace program. 

 

The PressureTrace module will perform its self-calibration and enter capture mode.  The message “Waiting for a 
shot” will be displayed by the PressureTrace program.   

Notice that the [Shoot] button changes to [End Shots] at the same time the "Waiting for the shot" message appears.  

 

At this point you may take your shot and 3 milliseconds of pressure data will be captured when the cartridge fires.  
(Do I really need to talk about firearms safety?) 

When the data capture is complete a pressure trace will be displayed on the PressureTrace graph and the unit will go 
into capture mode again.  To end the capture of data you simply press the [End Shots] button in the PressureTrace 
program. 

To save the data for future reference, enter any information you want about the rifle, cartridge, etc… in the Title box 
and Trace Notes.  When you are finished, select Save from the File menu and create a unique file name for the 
data.    
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Pause Capture While Shooting 

Menu:    Pause  (alt-p) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: NA 

The software has the ability to temporarily pause data capture.  This is useful if you need to do something else, but 
want to have subsequent shots in the same set of traces. 

While the program is displaying “Waiting for a shot” in the message window, the main menu will show a Pause 
selection.  Clicking on Pause will stop the unit from capturing.  A dialog box will open telling you what is 
happening.  When you are ready to continue again, just press the [OK] button in the dialog box.  The Pause menu 
choice will not be shown unless appropriate. 

Chamber Temperature Recalibration During Shooting 

Since the PressureTrace system recalibrates and prepares for the next shot immediately after capturing data, a long 
period of inactivity, on a cold day for instance, may allow the chamber to cool enough that the calibration is no 
longer exact. 

During the time between shots, the system keeps track of the time.  When five minutes have passed, without another 
shot being taken, the system will display a dialog asking if you would like to force a recalibration.  If you select 
[Yes], the module will be recalibrated with the current chamber temperature.  If you select [No], the system will not 
ask again until another shot has been taken and a further five minutes have passed.  

Deleting A Trace 

Menu:    NA 
Button: Delete Last Trace  (alt-d) 
Hotkey: NA 
 

While shooting you may capture a trace that you don't want to keep.  This could happen due to electrical noise or a 
reload you know is bad.  You can delete traces by pressing the [Delete Last Trace] button. 

 

The [Delete Last Trace] button is only visible when you are capturing shots and there is at least one shot visible.  
When you press this button you will be asked if you really want to delete the last trace.  If you confirm the deletion, 
the shot will be erased.   
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Pressing the button multiple times, and answering the confirmation dialog for each button press, will continue to 
delete collected shots until there are none left. 

 Canceling a trace 

If you press the [Shoot] button, then decide not to take any more shots, you can cancel the trace.  Just press the [End 
Shots] button.    A message will appear telling you that the PressureTrace module is being reset.  This will change 
within a few seconds to "Press [Shoot] when ready".  
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Optimum Barrel Time (OBT) 
NOTE:   Optimum Barrel Time is a theoretical method of producing loads that shoot with 
the smallest possible dispersion based on resonances in the barrel.  We have included it so 
that you can try it out for yourself.  While there is substantial anecdotal evidence to support 
the OBT method, we make no guarantees that it will make your firearm produce smaller 
groups. 

Along the bottom of the graph shown below you will notice a series of red diamonds.  The position of these 
diamonds is determined by the length of the barrel you are using.  If the diamonds do not show up along the bottom 
of the graph, you have not entered a barrel length.  All you have to do is adjust your load until the bullet exit point 
on the trace is aligned as closely as possible with one of the OBT marks. 

 

In the traces pictured above, most of the bullet exit points do not line up well with any OBT mark.  The shooter 
would be best served by reducing his powder charge slightly then testing again.  The shooter might even try 
reducing the load enough to move the bullet exit point in line with the third OBT mark. 

To use the OBT feature you must have entered values for the optional Barrel Length and 
Case Length in the Barrel Information screen.  You must also enter the velocity and bullet 
weight for each shot. 
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Statistics 
Menu:    NA 
Button: Stats 
Hotkey: NA 

Statistics are not available while you are shooting. When the shot string is ended or when you are viewing a saved 
trace file, statistics are available by selecting Statistics from the View menu or by pressing the [Stats] button on 
the main program screen.         

 

The left hand window in the statistics screen shows the individual shot information for each trace (T1 through T10).  
For each trace the following information has been collected. 

PSI (Peak Pounds per Square 
Inch) 

Peak PSI is calculated from the strain information 
collected by the PressureTrace module along with the 
chamber dimensions you entered in the barrel information 
screen. 

Area (Area Under the Curve) The area under the curve is calculated using the velocity 
information you enter for each shot, the effective barrel 
length and the pressure curve.  This is an indication of the 
actual work performed, by the expanding powder, to force 
the bullet from the muzzle.  A large value for Area Under 
the Curve is preferable to a large peak pressure to attain 
the same velocity. 

Rise (Rise Time) The rise time is calculated as the time, in microseconds, it 
takes for the pressure to rise from 25% of the peak value 
to 75% of the peak value.  This can be taken as an 
indication of the "speed" of the powder in use.    

Eff% (Efficiency) The Efficiency is a calculated value to help indicate the 
most efficient loading.   The efficiency is calculated as 
follows:  

1. The value for Area Under the Curve is divided by 
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the Peak PSI value.  
2. The result of that calculation is multiplied by the 

muzzle velocity  
3. The load, in the shot string, with the highest 

efficiency value is used as the 100% point and all 
the other loads are calculated as a percentage.  

This calculation is an expression of the fact that amongst 
loads with identical muzzle velocity, the load with the 
largest Area Under the Curve and the lowest Peak 
Pressure, is the most efficient.  (See "Firearm Pressure 
Factors", Wolfe Publishing).  

The Efficiency value is useful when comparing loads 
while changing one parameter. Example: Working up a 
load with increasing powder charge, or working up a load 
with varying seating depth. 

  

The right hand window in the statistics screen shows the statistics for the entire shot string. 

Ave (Average) Shows the average values for Peak Pressure, Area Under 
the Curve and Rise Time. 

SD (Standard Deviation) The standard deviation is a measure of how widely values 
are dispersed from the average value (the mean).  It is the 
square root of (the difference between the mean of the 
squares of the numbers and the square of the mean of the 
numbers). 

95%Prob (95% Probability) A distribution function that gives the probability that a 
value will be within 95%.  For small sample group sizes, 
this is a more accurate number than SD.  It takes into 
account the number of samples in the group.  You will 
notice that, if you hide one trace in a group of five, the 
95% probability number increases.  

Hi Highest value in the group. 

Lo Lowest value in the group. 

ES (Extreme Spread) The difference between the Hi and Lo values. 
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Traces and Cursors 
 
 

 

Traces 
PressureTrace has the ability to hide traces from view.  You may find this helpful 
when trying to examine one trace in detail.  Uncheck the check box for the trace you 
want to hide, then press the [Select] button. 
  
To unhide traces, check the check boxes for all the traces you want to see and press 
the [Select] button. 
  
By default, all traces are selected at the end of a shot string, or when a trace file 
is loaded. 

  

 

Cursors 
Click the radio button for the trace on which you want to make measurements.  
   
Use the mouse or the right and left arrow keys to move the vertical cursor line.   
   
The values at the cursor position are displayed at the top of the chart. 
  
To turn off the cursor, press [None] or select a different trace. 
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Advanced Cursor Functions 
  
The cursor has an advanced functionality mode that can be used to compare values between displayed traces.  When 
you have one cursor selected, click the mouse inside the chart window.  Now use the Up and Down arrow keys to 
move between different traces.   
  
By pressing the TAB key, you open up a second cursor.  Now you have two cursors.  A fixed, dotted line cursor at 
the original position and a red, moveable cursor at a new position.  You use the Up and Down arrow keys to select 
the trace that the second cursor represents. 
 

 
Example of two cursors being used to compare PSI values 

The difference value is displayed above the graph. 
  
To make a comparative PSI measurement, use the Left and Right arrow keys to align the moveable cursor with the 
fixed cursor.  The difference between the trace values at the cursor point is shown in a small window above the 
graph. 
  
You can switch the cursors by pressing the [Tab] key.  This makes the fixed cursor moveable and changes the 
moveable cursor to a dotted line.  This allows you to adjust the position of the first cursor.  The cursors will switch 
positions every time the [Tab] key is pressed.  
   
You turn off the advanced cursor functions by pressing the [None] button in the cursors section of the main program 
screen. 
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File Menu 

Viewing Saved Traces 

Menu:    File | Open Trace File  (alt-f, o) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: ctrl-o 

You use the PressureTrace program itself to view saved trace files.  You don't even have to have the PressureTrace 
module attached.    

By default, the Traces directory was set up by the installation program.  The program will always look in this 
directory first for trace files.  If you have checked the Remember Paths check box on the Program Configuration 
screen, the program will look in the last directory you used to open a trace file. 

 

Select the file you want, and the traces will be displayed.  The name of the file will be displayed in the windows title 
bar of the main program screen, right above the menu selections.    

Once displayed, the graph will not be cleared until you select Clear from the Chart menu, press the [Shoot] button 
on the PressureTrace main screen, or select another file to view. 

A window will also pop up showing you the parameters for the barrel used to make the traces. 
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Saving a Trace File 

Menu:    File | Save Trace File  (alt-f, s) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: ctrl-s 

Saving a trace is only available when there is data to save.  If the file was opened from an existing file, or, if the 
displayed data has not been changed since the last Save Trace File function, the file will just be saved.  If the file has 
never been saved before, or if the data has been changed, the program will automatically open the Save Trace File 
As dialog.   

Files are saved with a PTC extension. 

If you have checked the Remember Paths check box in the Program configuration screen, the file save dialogs will 
always reopen with the Traces directory that was created when PressureTrace was installed.  Even if you have 
change to some other directory previously. 

If the Remember Paths check box has not been selected, the file save dialogs will open up with the last directory you 
used to open or save a file. 
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Saving a Trace File With a New Name 

Menu:    File | Save Trace File As  (alt-f, a) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: ctrl-s 

This opens a Windows dialog allowing a filename to be specified and, optionally, a directory. 
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Printing a Report 

Menu:    File | Print Report  (alt-f, p) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: ctrl-p 

You will be shown a preview screen.  Pressing [Print] will bring up a printer selection dialog.  Pressing [Close] will 
close the print preview. 
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Edit Menu 

Clear Chart 

Menu:    Edit | Clear Chart  (alt-e, c) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: NA 

This function will clear the currently displayed traces and any barrel or velocity information currently shown.  It is 
performed automatically whenever you press the [Shoot] button or when opening a saved trace file. 
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Copying a Trace 

Menu:    Edit | Copy to Clipboard  (alt-e, o) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: ctrl-c 

Whenever a chart is being displayed, you can copy and paste the chart to other programs that allow bitmap graphics 
to be pasted.    

The chart will be copied into the Windows Clipboard.  Simply go to the application where you want a copy of the 
chart and paste it in.    

Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Paint, Microsoft Power Point, Microsoft Front Page and WordPad all 
accept pasted bitmaps. 

If you want to email a chart you can paste the bitmap into Microsoft Paint, then use Save As to save the graph into a 
bitmap file.  (You can usually select saving the file as a 16 Color Bitmap to reduce the size of the file.)  Once the 
bitmap has been saved as a file it can be inserted into other programs (such as Outlook Express for email) that don't 
support bitmap pasting directly. 

NOTE: You can paste a trace directly from the clipboard into email being created with Mozilla Thunderbird. 
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Shot Velocities 

Menu:    Edit | Velocities  (alt-e, v) 
Button: Enter Velocities 
Hotkey: NA 

PressureTrace uses the velocity for each shot, along with the bullet diameter, bullet weight, barrel length and case 
length, to compute the amount of time it took a bullet to leave the barrel after firing.  This computed time is also 
used to calculate statistical information such as Area Under the Curve.  If the shot velocities are not entered, the 
program will not be able to display some of the statistical information. 

The bullet diameter, barrel length and case length are entered in the Barrel Information screen and are stored along 
with the other barrel information. 

The bullet weight is entered on a shot by shot basis allowing you to compare the traces from various bullet weights. 

NOTE: Even though you may not have entered a Barrel Length and a Case Length in the Barrel Setup screen, you 
may still record the shot velocities and bullet weights.  They will be stored in the file with the other trace 
information, but, until you enter the Barrel Length and Case Length, some of the statistics cannot be calculated.  
You can always go back later and enter the Barrel Length and Case Length in the Barrel Setup screen. 

 

• Enter the Muzzle Velocity for each shot.  Entering a 0 will keep an exit point from being displayed.  If you 
have selected Metric units on the Program Configuration screen, enter the velocities in Meters Per Second 
(M/S).  

• The muzzle exit time is automatically calculated when you press the [X] button and the correct exit point 
for each load will be displayed on the main chart by a small marker.  
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• You can leave the Shot Velocities window open and enter velocities while you shoot.  Just press the 
[Calculate Exit Points] button and the muzzle exit point will be plotted on the graph.  

• If you have not entered a Barrel Length and Cartridge Length parameter in the Barrel Information window, 
the [Calculate Exit Points] button will be grayed out and will not function.  The velocities you enter will be 
stored when you press the [X] button.  

NOTE:  You may save the trace file and then reopen it later to enter the muzzle velocities if that is more convenient.  

You can make the calculation of the bullet exit point even more accurate by subtracting the amount the bullet is 
inserted in the cartridge case from the cartridge case length.  Use this result as the new cartridge case length on the 
Barrel Information screen.  
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 Chart Title and Trace Notes 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-e, t) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 
 

Chart Title 

Above the chart in the main program screen is a text box that you can use to enter a title for your chart.  Just click in 
the chart title area and type what you want.  

 

  

  

Trace Notes 

By pressing the [Notes] button on the main program screen, or selecting Trace Notes from the Edit menu, you open 
up a text editor where you may enter unlimited notes about the traces in the chart.  These notes are stored with the 
trace file and become a permanent record of any information you need to remember about the traces. 
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View Menu 

Change Amplitude Scale to Normal Resolution 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-v, n) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 

This will cause the main display to have an amplitude display from 0 to 80000 PSI. 

Change Amplitude Scale to High Resolution 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-v, h) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 

This will cause the main display to have an amplitude display from 0 to 20000 PSI. 

Change Time Scale to 1.5 Seconds 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-v, 1) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 

This will cause the main display time scale to be from 0 to 1.5 milliseconds. 

Change Time Scale to 2.0 Seconds 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-v, 2) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 

This will cause the main display time scale to be from 0 to 2.0 milliseconds. 

Change Time Scale to 3.0 Seconds 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-v, 3) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 

This will cause the main display time scale to be from 0 to 3.0 milliseconds. 
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Increase Line Weight 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-v, i) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 

This will cause the curves in the graph to have thicker lines.  Those with older laptop computer screens may find this 
useful. 

Decrease Line Weight 

Menu:    Edit | Trace Notes  (alt-v, d) 
Button: Notes 
Hotkey: NA 

This will cause the curves in the graph to have thinner lines. 
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Setup Menu 

Program Configuration 

Menu:    Setup | Configure the Program  (alt-s, c) 
Button: Configure Program 
Hotkey: NA 

 

1. Select the units for Barometric Pressure.  
2. Select the units for Temperature.  
3. Select the units for Velocity.  
4. Press the [Done] button.  

Ignore the Battery Life section.  This is automatically enabled for all versions of the PressureTrace module. 
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USB Configuration 
Configuration of the USB port is handled by the PressureTrace installation program and by the Operating System 
when the drivers for the PressureTrace USB port are installed.   

RS232 Configuration 
Normally, configuration of the correct RS232 port is handled by the installation routines for PressureTrace.  
However.  If you change the PressureTrace to a different RS232 port, you will not be able to communicate with your 
PressureTrace module unless you change the program to use the new port. 

Changing the RS232 Port 

When you start the PressureTrace program, after plugging the module into a new, or different, RS232 port, the 
program will not communicate with the module.   You will see the message “PressureTrace module not connected” 
in the message window at the bottom of the PressureTrace main screen. 
 
When this happens, open the Program Configuration screen.  The segment of the Configuration screen that deals 
with Serial Communication will open looking like figure A. 

Notice the Port Info section in the center.  A [Scan] button is shown along with instructions.  If you press the [Scan] 
button, the program will determine how many RS232 ports are installed on your computer.  It will then try every 
available RS232 port, that is not in use by some other program, to find a PressureTrace module. 

 

 
figure A 

 
figure B 

 
 
Look at figure B.  The Port Info section will print a message for every RS232 port that is tried by the program.  You 
should remember that it takes about six seconds for each port to be tested.  If you have a large number of ports, be 
patient. 
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When a PressureTrace module is found, the Serial Communication section of the Configure Program screen will 
keep you informed. 
 
The RS232 port will be stored for use the next time the program is started. 
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Barrel Settings / Barrel Information 

Menu:    Setup | Barrel Settings  (alt-s, b) 
Button: Barrel Setup 
Hotkey: NA 

When a strain gage is glued to a barrel it becomes part of that barrel.  The PressureTrace program stores all the 
information about each barrel together.  You give each barrel a descriptive name so that you can find it easily when 
you want to switch. 

 

NOTE:  When PressureTrace is connected, and running, the barrel setup window will appear 
as above.  If not connected to a rifle, the software will allow you to select barrels and view 
their characteristics, but you will not be allowed to make changes or additions to the barrel 
settings. 
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Selecting a Previously Defined Barrel  
Select the barrel you want to use then press the [Save And Use] button.  The Barrel Selector window will close and 
the characteristics for that barrel will be ready for use by the PressureTrace program. 

Entering a New Barrel 
You create a new barrel by pressing the [New Barrel] button.  An entry box will open requesting a name for the 
barrel.  You enter the other required information in the appropriate entry boxes. 

NOTE:  Any commas, semicolons, colons or tabs in the barrel name will be automatically replaced with a period 
character. 

Required Information 

The program requires certain information about the barrel.  A red asterisk marks the required information. 

• Barrel Name (allows the barrel information to be saved and recalled later) 

• Gage Factor  (supplied with the strain gage) 

• In Chamber Dimensions 

o Barrel OD 

o Chamber ID 

o Case Wall Thickness 

• In Gage Verification Load  

o Manufacturer 

o Type and Weight 
 

Required Information for Velocity Calculations 

The program also requires certain information about the barrel for if you want velocity calculations performed.  A 
blue asterisk marks this required information. 

• In Chamber Dimensions 

o Bullet Diameter 

• In Effective Barrel Length 

o Overall barrel length 

o Cartridge case length 

 

Optional Information 

Space is provided to enter expanded information for your Gage Verification Load.  See the Verification Loads 
chapter. 
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A Pressure Correction Factor for this barrel may be entered here.  The correction factor is determined by firing 
ammunition with a known pressure value in PSI.  Leave this entry blank if you do not need a pressure correction.  
See the PSI Correction section of this chapter. 

Importance of Accurate Measurements 
Of all the factors mentioned above, the chamber dimensions are the most critical to obtaining correct pressure 
readings.   

The Barrel Outside Diameter (OD) is the simplest measurement to make.  Just make sure that the measurement is 
made on a line bisecting the strain gage. 

The Chamber Inside Diameter (ID), also referred to as the Barrel ID, will require a little thought unless you 
happen to have a chamber casting or an appropriate inside micrometer.   

• If you have brass that has been fired many times, without resizing, and a highly polished chamber such as is 
found on many bench rest rifles, you can measure the outside diameter of the brass at the point 
corresponding to the strain gage placement and add .002".  

• If you have brass that has been fired only once or twice and your rifle has a standard factory chamber, 
measure the outside diameter of the brass at the point corresponding to the strain gage, and add .005" to 
.006".  

• Do not try to make this measurement will full length resized brass.  Die manufacturers resize the brass by 
different amounts.  Use brass fired at least once.  

• It is extremely important that the Chamber ID (Barrel ID) measurement be made at the point corresponding 
to the placement of the strain gage.  Due to taper of the cartridge and taper of the inside of the brass, a small 
error here can have a significant effect of pressure readings.  

The Case Wall Thickness measurement is more important than many think.  The cartridge case holds a substantial 
percentage of the total firing pressure.  Depending on the caliber and the cartridge case thickness this can vary from 
7% to 13% of the total pressure. 

There is a formula that the program uses to calculate the pressure held by the cartridge case itself.   

        Pressure Contained = (CaseWallThickness X BrassYieldStress) / (ChamberID / 2)  

                                                Where: BrassYieldStress is equal to 63000 

This formula is derived from the Lame formula for thin walled pressure vessels.  One source for Mssr. Lame's 
calculations is: "Mechanics of Materials", Laurson and Cox, Wiley and Sons, 1938.  The Lame formulas for both 
thin walled pressure vessels and thick walled pressure vessels are standard reference material and may be found in 
many other books as well as on the Internet. 

In order to appreciate the pressures contained by the cartridge case, we have some actual examples for different 
rifles on the next page.     
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DO NOT attempt to use these dimensions for your barrel.  They are entirely dependent on the placement of the 
strain gage and the barrel in use. 
 

30-06 Springfield 
Chamber ID = .460"   (.455" + .005") 

Case Manufacturer Case Thickness Pressure Contained 

Winchester .020" 5478 PSI 
Remington .022" 6026 PSI 

Federal .024" 6574 PSI 
Fabrique Nationale .025" 6848 PSI 

 
 

308 Winchester 
Chamber ID = .462"   (.457" + .005") 

Case Manufacturer Case Thickness Pressure Contained 

Federal .018" 4909 PSI 
Foreign Military .020" 5455 PSI 

 
 

243 Ackley Improved 
Chamber ID = .459"   (.457" + .002") 

Case Manufacturer Case Thickness Pressure Contained 

Frontier .015" 4118 PSI 
Remington .016" 4392 PSI 

Federal .017" 4667 PSI 
Winchester .019" 5216 PSI 

 
 

223 Remington 
Chamber ID = .360"   (.358" + .002") 

Case Manufacturer Case Thickness Pressure Contained 

Norma .014" 4900 PSI 
Lake City 69 .012" 4200 PSI 

 

Correcting Chamber Dimensions 

If you discover that you have entered incorrect chamber dimensions for a barrel, you can correct the dimensions, and 
the values saved in trace files by following this procedure. 

With the PressureTrace module connected to your computer and turned on: 
1. Open the Barrel Settings window  
2. Enter the correct barrel information  
3. Press the [Save and Use] button  
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4. Open a trace file that was previously captured with that barrel  

The program will present you with a prompt asking if you want to use the barrel information in the trace file, or, if 
you want to use the barrel information stored for that barrel.   

• If you choose to use the information in the trace file, the trace will be displayed with no recalculation.   
• If you choose to use the information stored by the Barrel Information screen, the pressure traces will be 

recalculated and automatically saved.  
  

Barrel Notes 
Pressing the [Barrel Notes] button in the Barrel Settings screen, will open up a text editor where you may record 
information about the barrel currently selected for use.   

PSI Correction 

The ability to correctly calculate pressure values is affected by many variables.  Among them are:   
• Accurate alignment of the strain gage on the chamber  
• Making required measurements at exactly the correct point.    

For these reasons we must advise users to first fire ammunition of known pressure levels and record the values.   
The difference between the known PSI level and that indicated by PressureTrace can be applied as a correction 
factor in the Barrel Information screen. 

Please be careful not to use CUP pressure measurements.  PressureTrace uses PSI.  There are 
formulae to convert CUP to PSI, but PressureTrace works strictly with PSI. 

Environmental Factors 

Menu:    Setup | Environmental Factors  (alt-s, e) 
Button: Barrel Setup 
Hotkey: NA 

Here you can enter the current temperature, barometric pressure and relative humidity.  The units to be used for each 
are selected in the Program Configuration screen. 

These values are not used in any calculations.  They are stored for future reference.  They also are printed on the 
report. 
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Verification Loads 
A problem that you need to be aware of is the possibility of the strain gage adhesive deteriorating due to 
environmental or chemical factors.  Oils, cleaning solvents, even water, can cause the adhesive to weaken.  A 
weakened adhesive bond will not stretch the strain gage as much as it should.  Your pressure readings will be too 
low when that happens.  If you didn't know about the weakened adhesive bond, you might be tempted to add more 
powder to your load. 
  
To help you detect this weakened adhesive condition, a feature called Verification Loads has been added to the 
PressureTrace software.  Here's an overview of how it works. 

• You pick a commercial load, or a reload of your own, that you can readily get or make in the future.   
• When you first put a strain gage on your barrel and take it to the range, you fire this load and tell the 

program to store a trace as a verification load.  The peak pressure, in PSI, that was captured is stored along 
with the date as a data point for that barrel.   

• The next time you go to the range, you fire that same verification load first thing and have the program 
store the data.   

• You then tell the program to show you the verification loads for that barrel.  You will be shown a list of the 
verification loads and a graph.  If your adhesive is weakening, the peak pressure value from that 
verification load will be lower.  

Every time you go to the range with that barrel, you fire the verification load first thing and store the data. 

You will want to take some care selecting your verification load.  It should be a load that you know shoots 
consistently in your barrel.  If you pick a verification load that has inconsistent pressures to start with, the 
verification data will always be suspect. 

Saving a Verification Shot 

Menu:    Verification | Save Verification Shot (alt-n, s) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: NA 

After you have fired some shots of your verification load, use the Traces selector to hide all but one of the shots.  
Save the verification shot using the Verification menu. 

If you have more than one shot shown on the screen, the program will remind you to hide shots you do not want to 
save. 

If you have a previously save trace file that you want to use for the verification data, just open it, hide all but one 
shot, and use the save verification shot function to add that shot to the verification history. 

Viewing the Verification History 

Menu:    Verification | View Verification Data (alt-n, v) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: NA 
 
The verification history for the currently selected barrel is available using the verification menu. 
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Data with a faked low pressure reading to simulate what the user might see with an adhesive failure 

  

The graph portion will not display when there is only one shot stored.  Once you have two or more shots, the graph 
will be displayed.  
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Utility Menu 

Sensitivity Level 

Menu:    Utility | Set Sensitivity Level  (alt-u, s) 
Button: Set Sensitivity 
Hotkey: NA 

This was formerly called Trigger Level.   

If you are operating in a very noisy environment (electrically speaking), the PressureTrace module electronics may 
trigger before the shot is actually taken.  This can also happen if you are one of those who tends to close the rifle 
bolt very energetically. 

You can correct this by increasing the sensitivity level of the module.  Open the Sensitivity Level window.  The [+] 
and [-] buttons increase and decrease the sensitivity level of the module.  Higher values increase the signal level that 
will trigger the capture routines in the module.  i.e. making the module less sensitive. 

 

The module must be connected to the PC.  The PressureTrace module will remember the sensitivity level you set 
even if it is reset or turned off. 
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Check Strain Gage Voltage 

Menu:    Utility | Set Sensitivity Level  (alt-u, v) 
Button: Set Sensitivity 
Hotkey: NA 

The strain gage voltage is the voltage applied to the Wheatstone bridge circuit.  It will vary from module to module 
but should normally be in the range of 4.800 to 5.200 volts.  If this value starts to read lower, and you are using the 
internal 9 volt battery, the battery must be replaced. 
The program constantly monitors this voltage.  If it falls below 4.8 volts, the program will not allow you to capture 
traces. 
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Peak Readout Mode 

Menu:    Utility | Readout  (alt-u, p) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: NA 

This feature is only available with PressureTrace modules running firmware version 4.0 or higher. 

The Peak Readout feature is for use in special measuring applications.  It takes readings of the strain gage every 250 
milliseconds and displays them in a special window.   

Pressure calculations are based on the currently defined barrel.  If you want to use this mode to measure some other 
type of pressure vessel, define a barrel with the characteristics of that vessel.   

Since this is a “Peak Reading” meter, it will always show the highest pressure that it detects.  To clear the current 
peak value, click the [Clear Peak] button with your mouse.  Pressing the [Enter] key on your keyboard will also 
cause the [Peak Clear] function to be performed. 

 

The Peak Readout Mode must always be started with zero pressure applied. 
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Help Menu 

PressureTrace Help 

Menu:    Help | PressureTrace Help  (alt-h, h) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: F1 

Opens this document. 

Program Information 

Menu:    Help | About PressureTrace  (alt-h, a) 
Button: NA 
Hotkey: NA 

A screen showing the program version will be displayed.  If the PressureTrace module is connected, information 
about the module firmware is also displayed. 

 

Further information is available by pressing the [Tech Info] button.   

Except for the Voltage, you may not find this information to be especially useful to you.  This information is used by 
support to help troubleshoot problems. 
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Strain Gage Installation 

Overview 

One of the big problems with making pressure measurements has been the difficulty of attaching a strain gage to the 
rifle barrel and getting reliable electrical connections.  We worked on this issue for almost a year and have come up 
with a way to attach a strain gage and electrical connector that is reliable and not at all unsightly. 

Here is a simplified picture of a rifle chamber illustrating the correct placement of the strain gage.  The correct 
placement has the strain gage as close to the center of the cartridge body as possible.  Also note that the barrel itself 
is cylindrical at this point.  I haven’t tried applying a strain gage to a barrel that is tapered over the chamber, so I 
can’t be sure how it will work.  I expect that it will work well enough, although the strain gage will take on an 
unusual shape as it is glued to the barrel.  This will depend entirely on the amount of taper. 

It is not important that the strain gage is mounted on top of the chamber.  It can go anywhere around the chamber 
where it does not foul the stock or action bedding. 

 

 

Simplified drawing of a rifle chamber. 

Note that the point where the strain gage is applied is the same point at which Inside Diameter, Outside Diameter 
and Case Thickness measurements must be made. 

Strain Gages 

If you take a look at the catalogs of various strain gage manufacturers, the choices will seem bewildering at first.  
However, we can simplify the choices somewhat.  First, we need a 350 ohm gage.  Second, we don't need a gage 
with more than one grid.  Third, the grids have to be aligned correctly for the measurements we want to make.  
Fourth, we want a gage that measures stress in steel.  Fifth, we don't want a gage that is so small that it is extremely 
difficult to handle or solder wires to. Sixth, it must be able to withstand 5 volts. 
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A magnified view showing the attached wires. 

To keep things as simple as possible, we supply the correct strain gage with the wires and a connector already 
attached in one assembly.   

Adhesives 
All strain gage manufacturers specify adhesives for their strain gages, depending on the type of gage and how it will 
be used.  These recommendations vary from acrylic to urethane to cyanoacrylate to epoxy.  It's even possible to get a 
strain gage that can be welded.  Obviously, these recommended adhesives work very well.  However, we don't have 
to worry about attaching strain gages to bridges, or operating in vacuum or even underwater (hopefully). 

For the purpose of attaching a strain gage to a rifle barrel, we can simplify the choices down to just two.  Which of 
the two adhesives you will use will be determined by answering just one question. 

Do you want the strain gage to be permanently attached or do you want to be able to remove it? 

If you want a permanent attachment, epoxy adhesive is the answer.  If you want to be able to remove the strain gage 
somewhere down the road, cyanoacrylate adhesive is what you want. 

The next thing you need to be aware of is that not all epoxy adhesives, nor all cyanoacrylate adhesives for that 
matter, are created equal.  Many epoxy adhesives have qualities that make them unsuitable.  The same holds true for 
the cyanoacrylate adhesives.  Unfortunately, most of the epoxies that have the necessary qualities are more 
expensive than what you can buy down at the hardware store.  Don't just buy some "off the shelf" adhesive from 
the rack at the grocery store.  Those adhesive may not have the correct characteristics.  Also, you can never tell 
how old those adhesives are.  They could easily be near, or past, their shelf life limits.  I received this warning 
directly from a cyanoacrylate adhesive manufacturer. 

Cyanoacrylate Adhesives 
While we supply one tube of an appropriate cyanoacrylate adhesive with PressureTrace, it will not last forever.  
When you need more, you can purchase the adhesive from your dealer.  The other choice is Loctite 401.  You will 
have to go to a dealer specializing in adhesives to get the Loctite 401.  It is not available at the grocery store.  If you 
can’t get the Loctite or the adhesive we supply, you can try to find another.  It should have the following 
specifications: 
 Temperature Range:  -65F to 180F 
 Tensile Shear Strength: 2500 PSI 
 Gap Fill:   3 to 5 thousandths 
 
In addition it should be a non-blooming adhesive.  
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Epoxy Adhesives 

The most important facts to remember about epoxy adhesives are that it should be: 
1. Non-corrosive 
2. Slow setting 

Do not try to use the quick setting (under 2 hours) epoxies.  You will be disappointed with the results and will 
probably waste a strain gage assembly. 

Armstrong A-12 is an excellent, though expensive, choice.  You can buy Armstrong A-12 from:  Small Parts Inc.  at 
www.smallparts.com.  Their phone number is 800-220-4242.  Ask for part number B-EPX-12C.  The two-tube set 
with some mixing cups and wooden stirring sticks costs about $29 in their catalog #22.  You could probably attach 
100 strain gages with this kit.  

Another epoxy adhesive, that works well, is J-B Weld.  Be careful that you do not allow the J-B Weld to come into 
contact with any uninsulated wiring.  It does, in fact, have metallic powder in it.    

Attaching A Sealed Strain Gage Assembly 
1. Locate the position on the barrel to place the strain gage.  It should be over the mid point of the 

chamber, oriented so it will wrap "Around The Barrel" and is parallel to the front of the receiver.  
The connector should be pointing to the side of the barrel. 

2. Clean the selected location with acetone followed by the supplied alcohol wipe.  Acetone is 
available at most hardware stores near paint thinner and mineral spirits. 

3. Carefully remove the strain gage assembly from this card by removing the small piece of tape that 
holds it in position. 

4. Spread a light film of adhesive on the complete underside of the strain gage assembly using the 
supplied toothpick as a spreader. 

5. Place the strain gage assembly in position.  Apply pressure directly over the strain gage using the 
supplied piece of Teflon. Apply pressure to the white connector. Hold pressure on these two 
positions for one minute. 

6. Wait 24 hours for the glue to cure before firing.   

 

http://www.smallparts.com/
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Firmware Updates 
This feature is only available with PressureTrace modules running firmware version 4.0 or higher. 

At some time it may be desirable to update the firmware in the PressureTrace module.  Starting with modules 
running version 4.0 firmware, we have that ability.  Older modules, without the capability, will ignore the keystroke 
combination that requests a firmware update. 

Performing the Firmware Update 
Updating the firmware is a two step process.   

Step 1: The module needs to be told to perform the update.  This will put the module into a special mode where the 
only thing it can do is download new firmware. 

Step 2: A special FLASH loader program must be run to send the new firmware to the module. 

After firmware is successfully sent to the module, it will automatically set itself back into a mode where the 
PressureTrace firmware runs.  If the firmware update is not successful, due to a power outage or a cable being 
unplugged, the module will stay in the firmware update mode so that it can be tried again. 

Firmware Update Step 1 

Start the firmware update by pressing Control-F10 on your keyboard.  That is, hold down the Control key and then 
press the F10 key.  This dialog box will appear: 

 

The bottom line to all the text in the message box is this:  If you press the [Yes] button, the module will no longer 
run the PressureTrace firmware until the firmware update is performed.  If you have gotten this message by mistake, 
immediately press the [No] button. 

Just in case you press the [Yes] button, a copy of the installer for the latest version of firmware was automatically 
installed with the PressureTrace program. 
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If you really do want to update the firmware, press the yes button.  Another dialog box will appear: 

 

When you press the [OK] button, the PressureTrace program will close. 

Firmware Update Step 2 

The PressureTrace module is now in a mode where the only thing it can do is accept new firmware.  To send the 
firmware to the module you use the PTFlash-vX.X.exe program.  It is in the Program Files\Southwest 
Products\PressureTrace directory. 

The PTFlash program will look like this on startup if the PressureTrace module is connected to your computer: 
 

 
 

Notice that this version of the program is specifically for version 4.2 module firmware.  There will be a different 
version of the loader program for each firmware revision. 
 
All you have to do at this point is press the [Flash] button.  Within a couple seconds you will start to see activity in 
the progress bar.  The “Synchronized with PC” LED on the PressureTrace module will blink while the firmware is 
downloading.  At times it may blink so fast that it looks like it is permanently turned on. 
 

 
 

When the update is complete, you will be given a message.  Just press the [Exit] button and the loader program will 
close.  Start the PressureTrace program again. 
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Sending new firmware to the module may take up to five minutes.  It depends on how many changes have been 
made from the currently installed firmware. 

 

Troubleshooting 

After I took a shot all I had was a low level line on the chart. 

The PressureTrace module probably triggered on electrical noise.  Increase the triggering level and try it again. 

One of the traces in the shot string appears to be delayed and is 
offset from the other traces. 

This is most likely due to a problem with the strain gage connection.   

1. Make sure the strain gage cable is completely plugged in at the back of the PressureTrace module.   
2. Check to ensure that the strain gage connector is properly connected to the strain gage cable.    
3. If you have access to a multimeter check the resistance between the connections to the strain gage.  You 

should read somewhere between 348 to 352 ohms.  

The PressureTrace module can be tested as follows: 

1. Plug the PressureTrace Test Gage onto the strain gage cable.  
2. Press the [Shoot] button.   

If the PressureTrace module enters capture mode, the strain gage cable and the module are OK.   

If the PressureTrace module does not enter capture mode contact us for further help. 

My traces are going to a high level and staying there. 

The strain gage probably came unplugged during recoil.  Use the Velcro tape and securely fasten the strain gage 
cable to your stock or scope. 

My traces are going to a high level, but there are quick dips to low 
levels. 

This is another manifestation of the problem above.  Use the Velcro tape and securely fasten the strain gage cable to 
your stock or scope. 
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My battery doesn't seem to last very long. 

Battery life can be influenced greatly by how you operate the PressureTrace module.  You should be able to get 30 
hours of operation from a fresh, high quality alkaline battery. 

1. Enable the Battery Saver mode.  This selection is available on the Program Configuration screen.  Battery 
Saver will automatically power down the unit after 5 minutes of inactivity.  This mode is disabled during 
the time the module is capturing shots.  

2. When you reach the end of a shot string, press the End Shots button on the PC software screen.  This will 
return the module to the Quiescent mode.  

3. Don't tell the module to capture shots until you are ready to shoot.  
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Support 
If you have questions beyond what is covered in this manual, you can find more information at the Shooting 
Software web site:  www.shootingsoftware.com/support.htm  
 

 

 

 

http://www.shootingsoftware.com/support.htm
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